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Resource Sharing Data: Mining for Selection & Meaning in Collection Development

by Cyril Oberlander and Mary Oberlander

We often imagine data mining to be work destined for Sisyphus; our efforts can seem just as monotonous and inconsequential as the hopeless labor of ceaselessly rolling a rock to the top of a mountain. However, just as we have seen advancements in technology change every facet of our profession, great strides have been made in transforming the process of extracting and analyzing data from Interlibrary Loan/Document Delivery (ILL/DD) transactions for collection development decisions. Although the process was once severely time consuming and complicated, with the help of several new data mining tools, the work has become surprisingly creative, precise, and valuable. In this article, we provide a brief background of ILL/DD data mining for collection development in the library literature, describe several new data mining tools including methods of analysis, and lastly, provide some techniques to consider for comparative analysis and cooperative collection development.

**Background**

ILL/DD data has long been viewed as a potentially powerful tool in supporting collection development decisions. As Roberts and Cameron (1984) aptly explain, “the justification for analyzing interlibrary loans as an aid to collection development has never been open to question: one of the few incontrovertible conclusions of the previous studies was that material acquired on ILL reflected an ‘unmet demand’ within the requesting institution.” The primary challenge then is not the justification of the connection between ILL/DD data and collection development decisions, but rather, the great difficulty of consistently producing relevant data needed for such a connection to exist.

Throughout the literature, one may find excellent reviews of previous attempts to create innovative methods to extract and analyze ILL/DD data (Bartolo 1989, Lahmon 1991, Wilson 1999). Often noted in these reviews is the challenge of libraries to implement the methods because the processes frequently appear prohibitively labor intensive, complicated, tedious, and produce results that are often difficult to interpret. As Bartolo (1989), points out “one is impressed with the thoroughness and tenacity required to undertake these projects,” but “one sees that time and labor were the major impediments to the regular inclusion of ILL activity analysis in collection development decisions.” Although many articles describe methods that appeared successful in limited situations, lacking is a description of methods that can be used consistently over long periods of time and can respond to a variety of data inquiries on demand.

Timeliness has also been a serious issue. Wilson (1999) points out that “compiling and analyzing...records was a laborious and time consuming process that did not permit ready input from ILL when important collection development decisions were needed.” As Bartolo (1989) explains, “while earlier studies indisputably
ably attested to the validity of using ILL as one type of litmus test for collection development, they also underscored the fact that until analysis of ILL requests could be easily incorporated into ILL workflow and be quickly disseminated to subject selectors, ILL would not readily be included in collection development.” Lastly, the data gathered in these studies was often seen as “complex and difficult to interpret.” (Byrd et al. 1982)

For the ILL/DD data to be used effectively in collection development decisions, librarians need information that is easy to access, specific, multi-dimensional, and individualized to the subject selectors’ selection decision at hand. This is the crux of the matter—getting relevant data in a timely manner and having the tools to effectively analyze the data. The following data mining tools directly address this issue. We begin our discussion of tools with the relatively basic and progress to those that are more complex and versatile in their capabilities.

**Title Analysis**

Interlibrary Loan departments have long provided lists of borrowed and requested items for collection development, often conveniently derived from copyright reporting lists with varying degrees of bibliographic data. At Portland State University, we create title lists from OCLC Management Statistics data. This data is managed and reports are generated using STATCAT, an MS-Access Database created at Portland State University by Cyril Oberlander and John Clarke and available from OCLC. The borrowing title lists are easy to use, Web accessible MS-Excel spreadsheets. The following example illustrates how a subject librarian can use an Internet browser to sort and limit a title list to a range of Library of Congress call numbers using the auto filters.

STATCAT presents subject selectors with highly used titles in their subject area and allows them to weigh the cost of subscribing to or purchasing a particular title. A great advantage to this tool is its accessibility. Using STATCAT, librarians can access and edit current, individualized data reports from virtually anywhere via the Web. The following is a sample cost-benefit analysis of frequently requested titles using reports from STATCAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>LC#</th>
<th>Borrowing Charges</th>
<th>Cost to Subscribe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Modern Language Review</td>
<td>PB5.C36</td>
<td>$467.50</td>
<td>$53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal Of Memory And Language</td>
<td>BF455.A1 J6</td>
<td>$1,169.00</td>
<td>$575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal Of Gerontological Nursing</td>
<td>RC954 J67</td>
<td>$362.50</td>
<td>$60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**User Analysis**

User analysis offers a variety of opportunities for collection development assessment. Public libraries, for instance, can use zip codes to determine geographic use patterns, while academic libraries can use department affiliation and status to analyze the re-allocation of collection funds and evaluate the effectiveness of approval plans. The following abbreviated list of PSU ILL users and number of requests comes from a modified Web report from ILLiad, an ILL request management system. Selectors can observe user behavior details that help isolate use patterns in subject areas. They can also be alerted to changes in faculty interest areas or new programs that may warrant adjustments in approval plan profiles or subscriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Distance Ed</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>Graduate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Linguistics</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Avg. 7.25**

**Title-User Analysis**

Correlating the title list with user data greatly enhances a selector’s ability to evaluate the relationship between collection, ILL-use and a specific user group. In the following example, a report by discipline is a simple query report that combines ILL/DD borrowing data from OCLC Management Statistics to obtain Library of Congress call number with user affiliation and status from ILLiad. (see illustration p.79)

The accompanying title-user list is useful in identifying title priorities of distinct user groups, targeting approval plan profiles to department needs and department funds, and illustrating the breadth and scope of interest based on an institution’s discipline. Each year, subject selectors at PSU review these reports of frequently requested titles by their department or discipline. Librarians can also share these title-user lists with departments or teaching faculty to assess perceived values of frequently requested materials so as to better determine the necessity of adding titles to the collection.

**Hybrid Lists, Graphs and Analysis**

Hybrid lists and graphs involve correlations of data sets to help librarians better conceptualize data and understand the “big picture” using comparative and parallel analysis. These analysis techniques typically provide trend analysis, useful in determining budget allocations and alerting librarians to areas of new research interests.

At Portland State University, simply using three data elements reported from our ILS system and STATCAT, specifically LC number, number of checkouts, and number of ILL requests, we created use factor charts to better conceptualize how the collection is used. The chart plots collection size and ratios of Circulation and ILL/DD use as a percentage of the collection size. Selectors view the charts and data tables through an Internet browser, easily picturing the collection size against relative use. The higher the circulation and ILL/DD relative use factor, the higher the need for building a collection in that aggregate LC call number.

continued on page 79
**Department: Mechanical Engineering**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request Type</th>
<th>Low 10%</th>
<th>Unknown LC#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 - 7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - TH881.17 596</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - TA4014.536</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 - R1653.S.544</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 - CLASSIFIED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - TK7881.456</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - TP802.846</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - TA401J.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - TC227J.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - T2964A.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Status Summary**

- **Staff**: 10%
- **Graduate Faculty**: 40%
- **Undergraduate**: 50%

**Resource Sharing Data:**

*from page 78*

\[
\text{ILL Use Factor} = \frac{(\text{Total Number of ILL/DD's in LC#})}{(\text{Total Number of ILL/DD's})} \times \frac{(\text{Total Titles in LC#})}{(\text{Total Number of Titles})}
\]

Example of PSU Use Factor and Collection Data for LC# range "P-PZ".

---

**Shared Hybrid Analysis**

When conducting hybrid analysis, there are even greater rewards in sharing library data. The simplest example of a shared hybrid analysis is a cost benefit strategy with ILL/DD borrowing data from more than one library. The following sample chart is created from approximately one year of borrowing data from four libraries and compares the total borrowing fees (a sum of copyright and lending charges) with the cost to subscribe. This type of analysis offers consortia libraries, with reciprocal agreements, a potential for significant cost savings. Libraries can reduce their cost of borrowing resources while purchasing new titles that are highly used at their institution. This cooperative collection development strategy is a win-win situation for participating libraries; the library that most often requests articles from a title has the greatest benefit in purchasing it, thereby reducing copyright royalties. Each library in a group picks a title that benefits the group, and in effect, builds a cooperative access selection strategy that doesn’t reduce resources for existing collection allocations.

*continued on page 80*
In the example above, LibStatCAT graphs journal supply and demand by LC call number. Each vertical line represents a journal title, making this chart a virtual shelf. On this shelf, the height of the line is relevant to both use and holdings, specifically, the length below the x-axis represents the number of libraries in the Oregon region holding that title, and the line above represents how many times an Oregon library requested an article from that title from three of the large academic libraries in Oregon: Oregon State Univ. (ORE), Portland State Univ. (ORZ) & Univ. of Oregon (ORU). Lastly, we added one more data characteristic; LibStatCAT colors the line red if Portland State University has an electronic subscription to that particular title.

As we are better able to understand and manage our ILL/DD data, we find ourselves looking beyond our own collection, drawing the parallel that data sharing as well as resource sharing has the potential to transform how we view collection development decisions. As Sherrill aptly explains:

“As resource sharing continues to grow, institutional lines blur... as do the proprietary rights of collections... It is time for the library community to investigate the impact of expanded resource sharing in the context of collection development and technological enhancements.” (Sherrill 1998)

New technology has indeed transformed the collection development process, allowing us to mine resourcesharing data for more effective selection and greater meaning.

The data mining tools described in this paper help support the complicated considerations of serious collection development decisions, producing data that is more precise, timely, multi-dimensional, in-depth, and individualized than ever before. The potential uses are countless: from evaluating the cancellation of a single journal title, to creating regional cooperative collection development strategies; from observing the efficacy of approval plans, to identifying trends in department research interests. The methods for mining for ILL/DD data may change, but the desire is the same; create meaningful and understandable reports of data and analysis that support the collection development process, leading ultimately to more user satisfaction.
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Introduction

How to name people, places, organizations, and concepts when dealing with multiple languages, cultures, and scripts is no small feat. Through authority control, catalogers have tackled this issue locally forever but have seldom been able to transcend national boundaries. Authority control sets up the correct form of a name and provides the cross-reference structure that gives validity and useability to library catalogs. In the US, under the leadership of the Library of Congress, authority control has been an integral part of cataloging. American librarians have created rich and complex authority files that are shared nationally. But, with all its complexity, applying authority control in the US is relatively simple compared to the problems encountered in other countries. Countries outside of North America have longer publishing histories and have applied authority control in various ways over the centuries. East Asian countries have additional layers of complexity imposed by their intricate scripts.

Diversity in Europe and Asia is multifaceted. Languages, scripts, formats, library organizational structures, political systems, geography, resources, and cultural sensitivities all play a role in how authority control is viewed, developed, and implemented. And yet, as technology is making records available world-wide, and libraries are increasingly making efforts to share their collections, the need for authority control is more acute than ever.

For this purpose, the University of Florence organized the *International Conference on Authority Control: Definition and International Experiences.* The conference was held in the fourteenth century Convitto della Calza, about a fifteen minute walk from downtown Florence, from February 10th to 12th, 2003. Some 500 librarians attended. The majority were Italian — looking very stylish as a group — and the rest came from Western Europe (Holland, Sweden, France, England, Germany, and Switzerland) with some Americans, Canadians, and a few participants from East Asia. Most of the presentations revolved around the idea of going from local authority control (and by local, sometimes it meant national, and sometimes it meant regional) to global authority control. The aim of the conference was to offer an occasion for rethinking, comparing, and reporting on ongoing projects. It focused on how to name individuals and families. Naming corporations, events, and topics is more complicated and was scarcely addressed. The lack of international cataloging rules, the different authority control models used throughout the world, linguistic, cultural and political considerations all have an impact on the development of a world-wide structure.

Why Authority Control Matters

There was little disagreement among the participants that authority control is essential. Mauro Guerri, the conference organizer, and Michael Gorman, the keynote speaker presented the arguments for the continuous need for authority control. Effective cataloging requires consistency of the form of access in order to identify, select, and obtain the correct information. Access points need to be standardized. Without a standard form of a name, catalogers reach different conclusions even when presented with the same evidence. An authoritative name is the most common form of a name within a cultural setting. Guerri set the tone of the conference by stating that plurality is not only linguistic but cultural. Authority control should respect this plurality and therefore, a worldwide adoption of the same form of a heading by all is not tenable. The issue is how to share authority records in different languages and scripts rather than establish universal headings.

Coupled with a lack of universal availability of headings is an even more worrisome trend, that is, not applying any kind of authority control. Gorman mentioned the Dublin Core and the Web as examples of either minimum or nonexistent authority control. Web searches are ineffective and retrieve very large volumes of information with many aberrant results. As a test, Gorman did a search on his own name in Google and retrieved over 7,700 entries, most having nothing to do with him or his works. He characterized the Dublin Core as naïve, simplistic, and unsuited for reflecting the complexity of what needs to be cataloged. With his trademark wit, he concluded that a complicated world needs complicated rules.

Challenges

Lack of International Cataloging Rules

The world has no global cataloging rules, no global classification system, and no global...